
Wednesday 20th May- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend them 
as you see fit.

Maths: Warm up (recommended 10 mins) - 'Find the Difference' (2 players)
Need: Counters, paper and pencils, number line (Medium- 0-20, Hot- 20-50, 
Spicy- 50-100+). See link for an interactive number line.
https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/number-line/
Aim: To work out the difference between two numbers.
Instructions: Choose a counter each and place them quite close to each other 
on the number line (for example, 15 and 18). - Work out the difference 
between the two numbers by counting on from the smaller to the larger 
number.- Record this as a number sentence (for example, 15 + 3 = 18).
-Keep going until you have written five number sentences.

Across the curriculum: R.M.E - Special places (Synagogue) and special books
At school we were finding out more about Special places that some people visit to worship.
We visited a Christian Church, learned about Hindu temples in class and found out more about 
Mosques as part of last week's home learning . This is a photograph of a Synagogue in Edinburgh.
Jewish people visit a Synagogue to worship and read from special scrolls called the Torah.
Follow the link to a description of the main features of a synagogue and to find out more about
the Torah. (4.45mins) https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z834wmn
See a Jewish family visit the synagogue on Saturday morning to observe Shabbat.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zcfgkqt

Learning intentions:
I am learning to find the 
difference between two 
numbers.

Success criteria:
* to use subtraction to find the 
difference between numbers.

* to correctly answer the 
questions using subtraction.

Success criteria:

* Talk about the clips with 
a family member.

Literacy: Reading – We have learned lots about Antarctica and we are now going to find out more about another cold place 
called the Arctic. Polar Bears are one of the animals you might find in the Arctic. Choose one of the polar bears e-books to read 
about and talk about what you found interesting in the book. Remember, there is a read out loud option if you
get stuck on any of the words. A day in the life: Polar Animals e-book (medium level)
https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=daypolar_pbear_f11
Polar Bears e-book (hot/Spicy level)
https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=brs_polar_f11
Spelling -Soft g spelling clip with Mr Thorne https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ofthnZXdyU
See second slide for key words to read and write each day.

Follow up activity: Test your 
subtraction knowledge on this 
'Subtraction Grid' game. You 
can make it more difficult 
by making the range of 
numbers 
higher. https://www.topmarks.
co.uk/maths-
games/subtraction-grids

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to read unfamiliar 
words in a non-fiction book. I 
can read and spell soft g 
words.

Success criteria:
* to read and spell soft 
g words correctly. * to use 
sound knowledge to read 
unfamiliar words.

Learning intensions: I am 
learning about some of the 
features of a Synagogue and 
why they are important to 
the Jewish community.
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Soft c spelling rule
when ge come together, 

the 'g' sound can become a 
'j' sound and the e is silent.

Key words 

Adult's words to 
model spelling

Children's words
to try spelling

sage

rage

wage

huge

page

cage

sage

stage

Tricky word- again

A wise old sage came to the 
great house of the lord and 
spoke to every one there.

We saw a huge wave at the 
beach and we saw some 
people jump over it.

Key Sentences
Can you read these sentences to an adult? We 
have underlined the soft g words and highlighted 
the digraph, blends and magic e words to help.


